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Useful references

Monash resources

Language and Learning Online
Interactive tutorials, sample essays and reports with lecturer comments and guidance, reference materials and other resources on academic skills and language.

LLOnline Writing
Interactive exercises, sample essays and reports with lecture comments and guidance.

Faculty of Business and Economics: Q Manual
Information on all aspects of Bus/Eco writing and referencing using the Harvard system

Library online tutorials
http://www.lib.monash.edu/tutorials/
Information, tutorials and examples on many aspects of research and referencing. Try the How to… section

Plagiarism
http://www.lib.monash.edu/tutorials/citing/plagiarism.html
What is plagiarism? Links to the Monash University policy on plagiarism and an interactive quiz on plagiarism

Research and writing


General communication


Dictionaries

Concise Oxford Dictionary
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
Macquarie Dictionary
Roget's Thesaurus

Study skills


On-line learning skills resources, James Cook University http://www.jcu.edu.au/studying/services/studyskills/online.html Learning resources on a range of study skills

Unilearning website http://unilearning.uow.edu.au/ Comprehensive information on study skills from several universities

Purdue University's Online Writing Lab http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ A collection of resources covering many aspects of English language, grammar, writing, and research. It also has APA and MLA referencing style guides online.

Grammar references


Jordan, RR 1990, *Academic writing course*, Collins Study Skills in English, Collins ELT. Good appendices on grammar and punctuation


Style guides


English as a second language resources


Virtual Language Centre Hong Kong http://www.edict.com.hk/vlc/

Randall's ESL Cyber Listening Lab http://www.esl-lab.com/